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The spherulitic growth rates of e-phase poly(pivalolactone) (PPVL) in blends with poly(vinylidene fluoride) 
(PVF2) were measured by polarized optical microscopy as a function of blend composition and isothermal 
crystallization temperature Tx between 160 and 215°C. The PPVL weight fraction in the blends ranges 
from 100 to 10 wt%, which constitutes the largest compositional range investigated in any such study. 
Using the Lauritzen-Hoffman kinetic theory of crystallization, the composition dependent equilibrium 
melting temperatures Trn , the nucleation constants Kg(ii) and Kg(lll ) and the surface free energy product acr¢ 
were determined directly from the temperature dependence of the spherulitic growth rate data for each 
blend. The equilibrium melting temperature, the nucleation constants and the product of the fold and lateral 
surface free energies of PPVL e-phase crystals are observed to decrease with increasing PVF/content. The 
observed depression in equilibrium melting temperature was successfully analysed following the treatment 
proposed by Nishi and Wang and based on Scott's expression for chemical potentials in a binary polymer 
mixture to yield a negative interaction parameter (X=-0.13+0.05). The magnitude of this interaction 
parameter is consistent with that found in earlier studies of poly(vinylidene fluoride)/poly(methyl 
methacrylate) blends. Finally, the observed decrease in crystal/melt surface free energy product is discussed 
in the context of a recent model correlating the lateral crystal/melt interracial free energy with the 
characteristic ratio of the crystallizable polymer chain. Our analysis suggests that the lateral crystal/melt 
interface thickness should increase with PVF2 concentration in the blend in order to minimize the demixing 
of a crystallizable chain as it diffuses into the melt/crystal interface to become physically adsorbed onto 
the crystal growth front. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Recent studies I of the morphology, crystallization and 
melting behaviour of c~-phase poly(pivalolactone), also 
denoted poly(e,e'-dimethylpropiolactone) or PPVL, in 
mixtures with poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVF2) suggest 
that this polymer pair is miscible in the molten state over 
the whole compositional range. Such a result is not 
surprising as P V F / i s  known to be miscible with a large 
number of ester-containing polymers, such as poly(methyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) 1-1°, poly(ethyl methacrylate) 
(PEMA) 11, poly(ethyl acrylate) (PEA) 4'~2, poly(methyl 
acrylate) (PMA) 13, poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB) 14'15 
and poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) ~6't7. On the basis of 
spectroscopic studies ~° of mixtures of PVF2 with ester- 
containing, low molecular weight analogues, the mole- 
cular level miscibility in these blends is attributed to 
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hydrogen bonding between the ester carbonyl group of 
the polyester and the protons of PVF 2. One must 
emphasize at this point that the PPVL and PMMA 
repeat units are structural isomers and may be expected 
on this basis to exhibit interactions with PVF 2 that are 
similar both in nature and strength. The PPVL/PVF 2 
polymer pair is of further interest because it offers a rare 
opportunity to study the isothermal crystallization of one 
polymer (i.e. PPVL) from a miscible blend over the whole 
range of blend compositions and also over a fairly large 
temperature range (ca. 35-45°C), over which the PVF 2 
component remains in the liquid state. This is not the 
case with other semicrystalline interactive polymer blends 
where an increase in the content of the non-crystallizable 
component generally increases the blend glass transition 
temperature and narrows the crystallization window (see, 
for example, studies of blends of PVF 2 with PMMA 3, 
PVAcl 6 and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) a 8,19, or blends 
of poly(ethylene oxide) with PMMA2°'el). Furthermore, 
the crystallization behaviour of PPVL has been exten- 
sively character ized  zz-z6 and the thermodynamic and 



crystallographic parameters z7.z9 for the PPVL a phase 
are well documented in the literature. Finally, this 
polymer mixture constitutes one of the rare examples of 
a miscible blend from which both components can 
crystallize upon cooling, thus providing access to a wealth 
of new morphologies. 

The objectives of this work are (i) to investigate the 
spherulitic growth kinetics of a-phase PPVL from 
PPVL/PVF 2 blends and (ii) to ascertain the applicability 
of the Lauritzen-Hoffman kinetic theory of crystal 
growth 3°'31 to the case of crystallization from miscible 
mixtures. Specifically, we will analyse the temperature 
dependence of the linear crystal growth rate data for 
a-phase PPVL from blends of various compositions, from 
which a simultaneous determination of the composition 
dependence of the equilibrium melting temperature Tm 
and the nucleation constant Kg is possible. We will show 
that such an 'a priori unconventional' analysis 3z is indeed 
rigorous and yields values for Kg and T m for PPVL that 
are, within the uncertainty limits, identical to those 
reported earlier 2s. The composition dependence of the 
surface free energy product aae will then be discussed in 
the context of a recently proposed correlation between 
the characteristic ratio of a crystallizable polymer chain 
and the lateral melt/crystal interfacial free energy 33. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

We will first briefly review the results of the Lauritzen 
Hoffman (LH) kinetic treatment of crystal growth for 
homopolymers 3°'31 and then consider how such a model 
can be applied to the case of PPVL/PVF 2 blends. 
According to the LH treatment, the rate of isothermal 
crystal growth G for a homopolymer is given by 

LR(T~- L ) J  L~AV(~)J 
where i--I, II or III qualifies the crystal growth regime, 
and the undercooling AT= Tin-T, is the temperature 
difference between the equilibrium melting temperature 
T m and the crystallization temperature T~. The pre- 
exponential factor G] in equation (1) has a very weak 
temperature dependence and will be considered constant. 
The first exponential term accounts for the temperature 
dependence of the segmental transport across the liquid/ 
solid interface, whereas the second exponential term 
describes the driving force for crystal growth as expressed 
under the assumption of a coherent secondary nucleation 
process. U* is the activation energy for segmental 
transport and Too is the temperature below which 
molecular motions necessary for the transport of segments 
across the liquid/solid interface become infinitely slow. 
Too is generally taken as T,-30 K, although it must be 
noted that such an expression has only been rigorously 
tested for isotactic polystyrene 34. When isothermal 
crystallization is studied far above the glass transition 
temperature (PPVL is crystallized at temperatures which 
are 185 to 245°C above Tg), the exact values of T~ and 
U* and even the functional form of the transport term 
do not affect in any significant manner the temperature 
dependence of the crystal growth rate 3°'35 (secondary 
nucleation control versus transport control). According 
to the LH theory, at low undercooling crystal growth is 
controlled by a process of coherent secondary nucleation 
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where the nucleation constant Kg(i ) is given by 

2jboaaeTm 
Kg~ 0 = (2) 

kAh~ 

where j has a value of 1 for regime II and a value of 2 
for regimes 1 and III, b o is the thickness of a mono- 
molecular layer in the direction normal to the growth 
plane, a is the lateral crystal/melt interfacial flee energy, 
ae is the fold surface free energy, k is Boltzmann's 
constant, Ah~ is the enthalpy of fusion of a perfect and 
infinitely large crystal at its equilibrium melting tempera- 
ture, andf(Tx)=2Tx/(T m + Tx) is a small empirical correc- 
tion factor accounting for the temperature dependence 
of the enthalpy of fusion 34.. 

In practice, equation (1) is often written in logarithmic 
form and a plot ofln G + U* / R( T~-- Too) versus 1/ T~A T f  ( T~) 
can be used to determine the nucleation constant Kg(~) from 
the slope of the straight line in each regime. The ratios 
of these nucleation constants Kg(i)/Kg(ii) and Kg(m)/Kg(n ) 
have been predicted 3°'36 to be exactly 2. Finally, once 
the nucleation constants are known (equation (2)), the 
surface energy product aao can be calculated, if the 
appropriate thermodynamic and crystallographic para- 
meters are available for the crystal form of interest of 
that polymer. Since the fold surface free energy ao can 
be determined independently of the LH treatment via a 
purely thermodynamic argument 3°, the lateral surface 
free energy a can be calculated from the ratio of aa~ and 
ae. The fold surface free energy ae is mainly associated 
with the work of chain folding 3°, q=2Aoae, and is an 
indirect measure of the chain stiffness (A0 is the 
cross-sectional area of the polymer chain). In contrast 
with the well accepted physical meaning of the fold 
surface free energy, the nature of the lateral surface free 
energy has long eluded researchers in this field. Recently, 
a treatment of the lateral surface free energy by Hoffman 
et al. a3 has suggested a direct connection between a, for 
crystals formed by crystallization from the melt (theta 
state), and the characteristic ratio of the polymer chain, 
Coo. Within this framework, the lateral surface free energy 
is thought to arise from the entropic penalty incurred by 
a portion of the polymer chain as it becomes physically 
adsorbed onto the crystal growth face prior to full 
crystallographic attachment. 

Examination of the literature suggests that the analysis 
of crystal growth rate data can only yield a meaningful 
nucleation constant Kg~) if an accurate value for the equi- 
librium melting temperature is available. One of the two 
following methods is generally employed to obtain this 
thermodynamic quantity by an extrapolative procedure. 
First, the Gibbs-Thomson-Tammann method 29'3°, which 
is based on a thermodynamic argument, utilizes the 
rigorous correlation between lamellar crystal thickness 
and crystal stability; the second is the Hoffman-Weeks 
approach 3°'a7, which is based on a combination of the 
previous approach with the correlation between crystal 
thickness and crystallization temperature, as described 
by the Lauritzen-Hoffman treatment. In both cases, these 
approaches must be used with extreme caution with 
polymers that are not chemically or structurally pure (i.e. 
copolymers, branched or heterotactic polymers, etc.) or in 

*Note that this empirical equation has only been examined for 
polyethylene and isotactic polystyrene, and that a more rigorous method 
would require the use of heat capacity data for the liquid and crystal 
phases in the appropriate crystallization temperature range 
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polymer systems that exhibit significant lamellar thicken- 
ing processes either isothermally or during heating. In 
the case of polymer blends, the likelihood of inhomo- 
geneous distribution of the amorphous component between 
the lamellae of the crystallizable polymer and inhomo- 
geneous thickening processes poses an additional problem. 
We will present below a new approach to the analysis 
of crystal growth rate data which does not require an a 
priori knowledge of the equilibrium melting temperature 
for the polymer crystal of interest. 

Although the LH theory has been utilized in the past 
to model crystal growth rate data in polymer blends 21,38, 
there is a need to investigate the validity of such an 
approach for polymer mixtures. There is also a need for 
investigations over the widest possible blend composition 
range so as to maximize the likely effects of blend 
composition on the thermodynamic and kinetic para- 
meters characterizing the crystallization process (i.e. 
equilibrium melting temperature, surface energies, activa- 
tion energy for transport, etc.). For crystallization from 
miscible blends where specific interactions are present, 
the equilibrium melting temperature of the crystallizable 
polymer will be composition dependent and its value will 
be depressed from that of the pure polymer by an amount 
which depends on the strength of the specific interactions 
between the two components 3,39. For such blends one 
should also anticipate a blend compositional dependence 
for both the activation energy for segmental transport 
across the liquid/solid interface and the glass transition 
temperature of the solid/liquid interface, if the two 
components have different Tg values 21'38. Previous 
studies 3 on a related system, PVFz/PMMA, suggest that 
large equilibrium melting temperature depressions may 
be observed for PPVL crystals in blends with PVF> 
especially in PVF2-rich mixtures. The fact that the Tg of 
the PVF z component 4° (ca. - 40°C) is only slightly lower 
than that of PPVL 41 (ca. -3°C), and that both Tg values 
are far below the temperature range where isothermal 
crystallization can be studied, led us to assume that the 
temperature dependence of the a-phase PPVL crystal 
growth rate will be principally controlled by the secondary 
nucleation process and will not be affected by potential- 
differences between the diffusional properties of these two 
polymers. Furthermore, as indicated above, the crystal- 
lization of the PPVL component can be observed in a 
fairly wide temperature range far above Tg but at large 
enough undercoolings, which are recommended for an 
unambiguous data analysis, when the equilibrium melting 
temperatures are not known a priori with great accuracy. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Poly(pivalolactone) was purchased from Polysciences 
with a viscosity average molecular weight M v = 250 000 g 
mol- t, as measured by intrinsic viscosity in tetrachloro- 
ethane/phenol solvent mixtures. The molecular weight 
distribution 42 for this material was expected to be around 
2.0. The PPVL samples were cleaned by consecutive 
filtration and precipitation of a polymer solution (1 wt% 
PPVL in benzophenone at 180°C) into distilled deionized 
water. This process was carried out in the dark and under 
dry nitrogen flow to minimize polymer and solvent 
degradation. The precipitate was washed with excess 
acetone and dried at 120°C for 24 h in a vacuum oven. 
Poly(vinylidene fluoride), Kynar 710, was kindly supplied 
by Elf-Atochem North America in pellet form. The 

number and weight average molecular weights of this 
polymer were Mn = 45 000 g mol- 1 and Mw = 140 000 g 
tool-1, respectively, and the content in regio defects was 
estimated to be about 5% by 19F n.m.r. 45. PVF: was 
cleaned by successive filtration and precipitation of a 
polymer solution (1 wt% PVF 2 in N,N-dimethylformamide 
at 80°C) into an ice-water mixture. A dry nitrogen flow 
was used during dissolution, filtration and precipitation 
to minimize polymer and solvent degradation. PPVL/PVF a 
blends were prepared by dissolving cleaned PPVL and 
PVF 2 powders in benzophenone at 180°C. To minimize 
polymer degradation while ensuring complete dissolution 
and mixing, the PPVL component was allowed to reside 
in solution for 30min and the PVF2 component for 
10 min (under a nitrogen atmosphere and in the absence 
of light). The homogeneous solution was then precipitated 
in a water/acetone mixture at 0°C, filtered and washed 
with excess acetone. The blends were further dried in a 
vacuum oven at 100°C for 36 h. Thin films for polarized 
optical microscopy were prepared by melting the dry 
blend powder between two cover slips at 260°C in a 
Linkam hot stage for 3 min. The samples were then 
quenched to the isothermal crystallization temperature 
T~, where spherulitic crystal growth was followed in a 
Zeiss Axioplan polarizing microscope. The temperature 
scale of the hot stage was calibrated using the melting 
transition of indium (Tin = 156.6°C) at a very slow heating 
rate. Spherulitic growth rates were measured for e-phase 
PPVL in the temperature range from 160 to 215°C for 
various PVF2 contents in the blend (0, 30, 50, 70, 80 and 
90wt%). In all cases, the isothermal crystallization 
temperatures were high enough so that the PVF 2 
component remained in the liquid state. The spherulitic 
growth rates were constant until spherulitic impingement 
for all isothermal crystallization experiments, indicating 
that rejection of the PVF a polymeric diluent into the 
interspherulitic region did not occur to a significant 
extent. Although at the lowest crystallization tempera- 
ture some v-phase PPVL spherulites were occasionally 
observed, this study is solely concerned with the investi- 
gation of the e-phase crystal growth which is predomi- 
nant in this temperature range 28. 

Differential scanning calorimetry was used to study the 
melting behaviour of crystals formed under isothermal 
crystallization of the homopolymer and of blends 
containing respectively 50wt% and 10wt% PPVL. To 
that end a Perkin-Elmer DSC 2 was used under a dry 
nitrogen flow at a heating rate of 10°Cmin -1. The 
temperature and heat flow rate scales were calibrated in 
the conventional manner using indium and lead standards. 
The samples were first melted at 260°C for 3 min, then 
quenched to suitable isothermal crystallization tempera- 
tures. The samples were allowed to crystallize under such 
conditions so as to achieve 10wt% crystallinity and 
heated from that temperature to their melting transition. 
Peak melting temperatures were then recorded for each 
crystallization temperature and blend composition so as 
to carry out the Hoffman-Weeks analysis for each 
material. 

RESULTS 

The spherulitic growth rate was calculated as the slope 
of a radius versus crystallization time plot for one to three 
spherulites, depending on crystallization temperature and 
nucleation density. Since the crystallization of PPVL is 
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Table 1 Isothermal growth rate data (/zm s-1) for e-phase PPVL in 
PPVL/PVF2 blends 

PPVL/PVF2 100/0 70/30 50/50 30/70 20/80 10/90 
~(°C) 

160 0.094 
164 0.699 
165 0.221 
166 0.606 0.0701 
166.2 0.0699 
168 0,521 0.180 
169 3.52 
170 3.03 1,53 0.483 0.147 
170.1 0.0599 
171 2.84 
172 1.33 0,393 0.136 0.0574 
173 0.0476 
174 2.08 1.11 0.303 0.124 0.0438 
175 0.248 
176 0.831 0.233 0.0980 0.0400 
177 1.49 
178 0.635 0.196 0.0884 0.0368 
179 0.0322 
180 6.20 1.17 0.491 0.160 0.0746 0.0296 
181 0.902 
182 0.419 0.125 0.0587 0.0261 
183 0.686 0.0523 
184 3.17 0.312 0.0451 0.0181 
185 2.68 0.550 0.269 0.0925 0.0404 0.0176 
186 2A0 0.0360 0.0155 
t87 2.01 0.385 0.171 0.0308 
188 0.0580 0.0269 0.0125 
189 1.22 0.0232 
190 0.985 0.265 0.127 0.0405 0.0214 0.00952 
19l 0.814 0.0191 0.00829 
192 0.600 0.174 0.0860 0.0262 0.0154 0.00729 
193 0.501 0.0128 
194 0.0104 0.00565 
195 0.280 0.0890 0.0400 0.0147 0.00952 
196 0.00803 0.00413 
197 0.157 0.0595 0.0247 0.0100 0.00617 0.00321 
198 0.00529 
199 0.00422 
200 0.066 0.0300 0.0110 0.0066 0.00419 0.00239 
201 0.00296 
202 0.038 0.0153 0.00780 0.0051 0.00281 0.00181 
203 0.00211 
204 0.00198 0.00125 
205 0.020 0.00850 0.00473 0.0033 0.00157 0.00111 
206 0.00130 
207 0.00072 
210 
211.5 
215 
215.5 

0.0135 0.00635 0.00320 
0.00745 0.00325 0.00215 0.0010 
0.00535 

0.00155 0.00075 
0.0022 

characterized by a fairly low nucleation density and the 
spherulites grow to fairly large dimensions 28, we repeated 
each crystallization experiment from three to seven times 
to obtain a reliable average value of the growth rate for 
each crystallization temperature and blend composition. 
Although in very few cases the standard deviation around 
an average growth rate datum reached 8%, it was less 
than 5% for the great majority of our measurements. 
The growth rate data for the various blends are listed in 
Table 1 and plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function 
of crystallization temperature T~ in Figures la to I f  These 
figures show that, at a crystallization temperature of 
180°C, the growth rate of PPVL crystals is about 250 
times higher in the pure homopolymer than in the 10/90 
PPVL/PVF 2 blend, whereas at 205°C the composition 
dependence of crystal growth rates is less significant (the 
ratio of the growth rates is only about 20). This 
observation clearly indicates qualitatively that both the 
equilibrium melting temperature and the nucleation 
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constants of PPVL are continuously depressed with 
increasing concentration of PVFz in the blends. Careful 
observation of these data also suggests a clear break in 
the original growth rate curve of each blend, with the 
exception of the two most diluted mixtures. A discontinuity 
in the temperature coefficient of the growth rate curve 
could in principle be attributed to a change in the 
crystallographic direction of growth in the crystal phase 
of the leading lamellae or in the crystallization regime. 
Earlier studies 28 on pure PPVL indicated that only the 
latter hypothesis was correct and that a regime I I - r I I I  
transition occurred at 203 +2°C. For  crystallization of 
PPVL from the various blends, a study of the crystal- 
lization temperature dependence of the PPVL spherulite 
birefringence by polarized optical microscopy using a 
retardation plate suggests that there is no obvious change 
in the average crystal growth direction at the growth 
transition temperature. Furthermore, examination of the 
crystallization temperature dependence of the melting 
transition does not reveal any discontinuity at that 
growth transition temperature. These observations suggest 
that such a growth transition is most likely associated 
with a transition from regime III to regime II crystal- 
lization as crystal growth is carried out at increasingly 
higher temperatures. 

G R O W T H  RATE AND H O F F M A N - W E E K S  
ANALYSES 

The analysis of the temperature dependence of the 
spherulitic growth rate data in the context of the 
Lauritzen-Hoffman secondary nucleation hypothesis is 
generally carried out by plotting In G+ U*/R(T x -  To~) 
versus 1/TxATf(T 0 (hereafter called the LH plot). Thus, 
the nucleation constant(s) Kg(i) can be obtained if values 
for To, U* and Tm are available for the crystallizable 
polymer. As was discussed above and shown in earlier 
work 28'~5, the estimation of Kg(0 from the analysis of 
growth rate data far from the glass transition temperature 
is not affected by the choice of the first two quantities 
(T~ and U*). We will therefore take for U* the 'universal' 
value of 1500 cal tool-  1 (1 cal = 4.2 J) used by Suzuki and 
Kovacs 34 for isotactic polystyrene and calculate T~ for 
each blend using the classical relationship between T~ 
and Tg. The Fox equation 44'45 for miscible polymer 
mixtures will be used to estimate the composition 
dependence of the glass transition temperature of the 
blend (Table 2). 

Determination of the equilibrium melting temperature 
and nucleation constants from the growth rate data 

The value of Tm necessary to analyse the growth rate 
data can in principle be obtained by the Hoffman-Weeks 
or the Gibbs-Thomson-Tammann method. Whereas the 
first method cannot be used unambiguously for PPVL 
because of the time and temperature dependence of the 
lamellar thickening process 29 (i.e. a Hoffman-Weeks plot 
exhibits curvature), it can certainly provide a crude 
estimate of the composition dependence of the equili- 
brium melting temperature. The second method, which 
appears a priori more reliable, requires measurements of 
PPVL long spacings above the melting temperature of 
PVF 2 crystals. Such a study is in progress and will be 
reported later to confirm some of the assumptions made 
in the present paper. A third method, presented below, 
has allowed us to obtain the equilibrium melting 
temperature of PPVL crystals in blends of various 
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Figure 1 Plots of the natural logarithm of growth rate G versus crystallization temperature T x for (a) 100/0, (b) 70/30, (c) 50/50, (d) 30/70, (e) 20/80 
and (f) 10/90 PPVL/PVF 2 blends 
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Table 2 Glass transition temperatures for PPVL/PVF 2 blends as a 
function of blend composition, using the Fox equation and literature 
values for the glass transition temperatures of PVF~ ° and PPVL 41 

PPVL/PVF2 100/0 70/30 50/50 30/70 20/80 10/90 0/100 
T~(K) 270.2 257.9 250.1 243.1 239.6 236.4 233.2 

compositions. This method 32 is based on the single 
assumption that the growth rate G of a polymer spherulite 
that has achieved spherical symmetry can be expressed 
over a certain temperature range (crystallization regime) 
by the Lauritzen-Hoffman equation. The equilibrium 
melting temperature Tm is then obtained by trial and 
error as the temperature Tm for which a plot of 
In G + U*/R(Tx- T~o) versus 1/Tx(Tm- Tx)f(Tx) is best 
approximated by a linear function. Specifically, we will 
use the method of least squares to determine the value 
of Tm which yields the lowest variance in the linear fit 
of In G + U*/R(Tx- To) by the function In Go + Kg(1)/ 
Tx(T~-Tx)f(Tx). Then In Go and Kg(1) are the constants 
defining the linear fitting function. We will not dwell here 
on the values obtained for G o as this quantity depends 
markedly on the choice (here ad hoe) of U* and To. 

A minor complication arises in the least-squares 
analysis when multiple crystallization regimes are present, 
as this method must be applied to individual crystal- 
lization regimes and the overall variance minimized. Two 
approaches were adopted to tackle this problem. First, 
we used the temperature where the break in the growth 
rate data was observed experimentally to delineate the 
different regimes and we applied the least-squares method 
to each regime to calculate the overall variance for each 
equilibrium melting temperature. The equilibrium melting 
temperature was then obtained as that giving the lowest 
overall variance. Second, we varied arbitrarily the regime 
transition temperature and repeated the above least- 
squares process to determine if the choice of transition 
temperature could affect the estimation of the equilibrium 
melting temperature Tin. In the following, we will discuss 
five important results. (i) The least-squares method yields 
for PPVL an equilibrium melting temperature and 
nucleation constants which are, within the stated un- 
certainty, identical to those reported in the literature 2s'29 
or obtained by the Hoffman-Weeks method. (ii) The ratio 
of the nucleation constants of a-phase PPVL for each 
regime is consistent with that found in an earlier study 2s 
(i.e. about 2.0). One must note that, during the fitting 
procedure, no constraint is imposed on the ratio of the 
nucleation constants for each regime. (iii) The equilibrium 
melting temperature values obtained for the 50/50 and 
the 10/90 PPVL/PVF2 blends by this new approach are 
in agreement with those inferred from the Hoffman- 
Weeks approach. (iv) The blend composition dependence 
of the equilibrium melting temperature for a-phase PPVL 
can be successfully analysed by the Nishi-Wang approach 
to yield an interaction parameter whose magnitude is 
fully consistent with the results of studies 3 carried out 
on PVFz/PMMA. (v) We will show that if the regime 
transition temperature is incorrectly chosen, either the 
fit of the data by the LH growth rate equation is non- 
linear or a meaningless equilibrium melting temperature 
is derived from such a procedure. 

PPVL homopolymer. The least-squares method was 
used with the above PPVL growth rate data using T m 
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values ranging from 252 to 282°C and assuming the 
regime II ~ III transition temperature to be that observed 
at 203.5_+ 1.5°C. Figure 2a shows the dependence of the 
variance of the fit s 2 on T~ for the pure polymer. A 
minimum in the variance is observed at Tm=269°C, 
which is in perfect agreement with our previous estimate 
of the equilibrium melting temperature for PPVL of 
269_+2°C by the Gibbs-Thomson-Tammann treat- 
ment 29. The nucleation constants, their ratios and the 
transition temperatures are listed in Table 4 and match 
very well the literature values (Table 3). Figure 3a displays 
the LH plot of the isothermal growth rate data for 
spherulites formed from the pure PPVL melt. It is worth 
noting that the least-squares procedure produces a very 
linear plot in each regime without any systematic 
deviation of the data from the fit. 

If the regime transition temperature is chosen in any 
temperature range above 205°C or below 200°C, un- 
reasonable equilibrium melting temperatures are obtained 
by minimization of the variance and the LH plots exhibit 
marked curvature. Various test cases are given in Table 5 
for pure PPVL where the regime transition temperature 
was chosen in the range from 199 to 207°C. Note that 
the absolute minimum variance is obtained for a regime 
I I~ I I I  transition temperature of 203.5°C and an equi- 
librium melting temperature of 269°C. 

70/30, 50/50 and 30/70 PPVL/PVF2 blends. The 
least-squares method was first carried out using the 
observed regime I I~I I I  transition temperature (Table 4) 
with input values for the equilibrium melting temperature 
ranging from 249 to 279°C for the 70/30 blend, from 240 
to 270°C for the 50/50 blend and from 235 to 265°C for 
the 30/70 blend. In each case, the overall variance of the 
linear fit over the two regimes can be minimized to yield 
equilibrium melting temperatures for e-phase crystals in 
the 70/30, 50/50 and 30/70 blends given in Table 4 (see 
Figures 2b to 2d for the plots of variance versus 
equilibrium melting temperature). Nucleation constants 
are also given in Table 4 for each regime of the various 
blend compositions. The LH plots for these blends shown 
in Figures 3b to 3d do not exhibit any curvature in either 
regime. 

As in the case of pure PPVL, varying the value of the 
regime transition temperature or analysing the data 
without a regime transition did not result in a physically 
meaningful minimization of the variance. If we adopted 
a regime transition temperature that differed greatly from 
the observed value, very high equilibrium melting 
temperatures were obtained by minimization of the 
variance and the LH plots were not linear but curved. 
On the other hand, if we chose regime transition 
temperatures not too distant from the observed value, 
the resulting equilibrium melting temperature was lower 
but the LH plot was still curved. Only when we adopted 
the experimentally observed regime transition tempera- 
ture could we minimize the variance and obtain linear 
LH plots. In Table 5 are listed the equilibrium melting 
temperatures obtained by minimization of the variance 
for various blend compositions and different choices of 
the regime transition temperature. 

20/80 and 10/90 PP VL/P VF 2 blends. The growth rate 
curve for each of these two blends does not exhibit a 
clear regime transition. If we analyse the data by 
assuming a single regime over the whole temperature 
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range, the variance of the fit can be minimized to yield 
equilibrium melting temperatures of 281 °C for the 20/80 
blend and 275°C for the 10/90 blend. Such values for Tm 
are higher than that of pure PPVL and are clearly 
unacceptable on thermodynamic grounds. Furthermore, 
the LH plots derived from such equilibrium melting 
temperatures exhibit a marked curvature. We then 

carried out the least-squares analysis by assuming various 
regime transition temperatures in the range from 160 to 
205°C. For these blends, it is possible to minimize the 
variance and obtain linear LH fits to the data for various 
transition temperatures. In view of the ambiguity of such 
results, we decided to minimize the variance of the fit 
with respect to both the equilibrium melting temperature 
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Table 3 Thermodynamic and structural constants for PPVL and PVF 2 

PPVL PVF 2 

Tm (°C) 269 ± 2 (ref. 29) 
Ah ° (J cm- 3) 183.7 (ref. 23) 
Ah~u (kcal mol 1) 3.98 (ref. 23) 
b o (nm) 0.574 (ref. 28) 
Kgml (K 2) 4.32 x 105 (ref. 28) 
Kg(lll ) (K 2) 8.59 x 105 (ref. 28) 
p~(gcm -3) 1.18 (re£ 23) 
V~ u (cm 3 tool - 1) 84.75 (ref. 23) 

p. (g cm - 3) 1.60 (ref. 46) 
V~u(cm3mol 1) 40.0 (ref. 46) 

Table 4 PPVL equilibrium melting temperatures, regime transition temperatures, nucleation constants, nucleation constant ratios, interracial free 
energy products and lateral melt/crystal interracial free energies in blends with PVF z 

PPVL/PVF 2 100/0 70/30 50/50 30/70 20/80 10/90 

T m (°C) (Growth rate) 269.0 + 3.0 263.5 + 2.5 257.0 + 2.0 252.0 + 2.5 244.0 + 1.5 238.0 + 2.0 
Trn (°C) (Hoffman-Weeks) 265 ± 4 254 + 4 238 _+ 4 
Tit.hi (°C) 203.5 ___ 1.5 201.0 _+ 1.0 198.5 _ 1.5 193.5 ± 1.5 200.0 + 1.0 193.0 ___ 1.0 
10 -5 Kg(l[)(K 2) 4.30+0.5 3.0 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.3 2.1 +0.2 1.77+0.15 1.1 ±0.1 
10 5 Kg(lll ) (K 2) 8.7 ± 0.7 5.9 _ 0.4 4.5 _+ 0.5 4.0 ± 0.4 2.82 + 0.15 1.8 _+ 0.1 
Kg(lll)/Kg(tl) 2.02 _+ 0.06 1.95 ± 0.04 2.04 ± 0,04 1.91 ± 0.05 1.60 ± 0.05 1.64 ± 0.05 
a a  e (erg 2 cm- 4) 1760 + 160 1220 ± 100 990_+ 70 790 ± 60 680 ± 110 430 + 70 
a (erg cm- 2) 28.8 ± 3.0 20.0 ± 2.0 16.3 + 1.0 13.0 + 1.0 11.1 ± 2.0 7.1 ± 1.0 
0(FF 1.00 1.20 __+ 0.05 1.33 __+ 0.05 1.49 ± 0.05 1.61 ± 0.09 2.01 ± 0.08 

and the regime transi t ion temperature .  When  the regime 
transi t ion tempera tures  were taken  as 200°C and 195°C 
for the 20/80 and 10/90 P P V L / P V F  z blends, respectively, 
the var iance of the fit was the lowest  (Figures 2e and 2f). 
The P P V L  equil ibrium melt ing tempera tures  for these 
two blends were then determined to be 244°C and 238°C, 
respectively. The cor responding  values for the nucleat ion 
constants  are listed in Table 4. The L H  plots  for these 
two blends shown in Figure 3e and 3fdo  not  show any 
curvature. The equilibrium melting temperatures  obta ined 
by minimizat ion  of the var iance for var ious  choices of 
regime transi t ion t empera tu re  are given in Table 5. 

Equilibrium melting temperatures from the 
Hoffman- Weeks analysis 

The plots of  observed melt ing t empera tu re  versus 
crystall ization t empera tu re  are shown in Figure 4 for pure  
P P V L  and the 50/50 and 10/90 P P V L / P V F 2  blends. As 
discussed earlier, such plots were expected to show some 
curvature because of the tempera ture  and time dependence 
of the lamellar  thickening process 29. In  ana logy with 
studies on polyethylene,  where thickening becomes very 
impor t an t  at the highest crystall ization tempera tures  47, 
we elected to carry  out the ex t rapola t ion  to the T m = Tx 
equil ibrium line using principal ly the low crystal l ization 
temperature  data. Such an approach,  a l though qualitative, 
m a y  be justified if we consider that  i so thermal  thickening 
will be more  subdued at  the lowest  crystal l ization 
temperatures .  Ex t rapo la t ion  to the equi l ibr ium line then 
provides an est imate for the equi l ibr ium melt ing t empera -  
ture of  P P V L  in the var ious blends (see Table 4). 

Equilibrium melting temperature depression 
U p o n  blending a crystallizable po lymer  (PPVL)  with 

a high molecular  weight polymer ic  diluent (PVF2), a 
depression in the equil ibrium melt ing t empera tu re  of  the 
crystallizable po lymer  will be observed in the absence of 
combina tor ia l  entropic  effects if the chemical  potent ia l  
of this po lymer  in the molecular ly  mixed liquid state is 
lowered beyond  that  of the pure  state as a result of  specific 
interactions with the diluent. An expression relating the 
equil ibrium melt ing t empera tu re  depression to the blend 
compos i t ion  and the strength of interact ions has been 
obta ined  by Nishi  and W a n g  3 for high molecular  weight 
polymers  through a simple combina t ion  of thermo-  
dynamic  a rguments  for mixing (F lo ry -Hugg ins  theory) 
and for crystal melt ing 

1 1 _ RV. ZVa~ (3) 
'T ° Z m Ahf°u V.u 

where T~ is the equil ibrium melt ing t empera tu re  of  pure  
PPVL,  T m is the equil ibrium melt ing t empera tu re  for 
P P V L  in the blend containing a volume fraction Va of 
PVF2, Ahf°u is the heat  of  fusion of P P V L  per mole  of  
repeat  unit at  the equil ibrium melt ing temperature ,  V~u 
and Va~ are, respectively, the mola r  volumes per  repeat  
unit of crystallizable and a m o r p h o u s  polymer ,  R is the 
universal  gas constant  and Z is the F l o r y - H u g g i n s  
interact ion parameter .  Using the values for mola r  
volumes and  heat  of  fusion available in the l i terature 
(Table 3) and the equil ibrium melt ing tempera ture  for 
P P V L  in each blend (Table 4), one can plot  the left-hand 
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Table 5 Variation in the equilibrium melting temperature obtained by minimization of the variance s 2 with the regime transition temperature for 
the different PPVL/PVF2 blends" 

100/0 70/30 50/50 30/70 20/80 10/90 

~11 ~lII Tm TII~II I T~ TII~II I T m TII~II [ T m TII~I] l T m TII~II ' ~m 
(°C) ( °C)  Curvature (°C) ( °C)  Curvature (°C) ( °C)  Curvature (°C) ( °C)  Curvature (°C) ( °C)  Curvature (°C) ( °C)  Curvature 

199.5 >400 Yes 193.5 >400 Yes 191,0 >350 Yes 186.5 >350 Yes 190.5 >400 No 190.5 252 No 

201.0 ~260 Yes 198.5 >400 Yes 196.0 >350 Yes 191.0 >400 Yes 196,0 253.0 No 191.5 245 No 

203.5* 269,0 No 201.0" 263.5 No 198,5" 257.0 No 193.5" 252 No 197.0 251.0 No 195.0" 238 No 

206.0 >300 Yes 203,5 251.0 Yes 201.0 ~245 Yes 196.0 245 Yes 198.0 245.0 No 196.5 240 No 

206.0 260.0 Yes 203.5 >350 Yes 201.0 >390 Yes 199.0 245.0 No 198.5 245 No 

201,0" 244.0 No 201.0 252 No 

202.0 250.0 No 

203,0 250.0 No 

"The regime II--*III transition temperature yielding the lowest variance is marked by *. Note that both the variance and the equilibrium melting 
temperature obtained during the minimization of the variance increase as the regime transition temperature departs more and more from T*. The 
yes/no entries in the curvature columns refer to whether or not the LH plots were curved instead of being straight lines 
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Figure 4 Hoffman-Weeks plots of the observed melting temperature 
T£ versus crystallization temperature Tx for (a) 100/0, (b) 50/50 and 
(c) 10/90 PPVL/PVF~ blends 

side of equation (3) versus the square of the PVF 2 volume 
fraction in the blend. Such a plot, shown in Figure 5, is 
linear within the uncertainty in the equilibrium melting 
temperature. From its slope, the Flory-Huggins inter- 
action parameter Z = - 0.13 _+ 0.05. 

DISCUSSION 

Examination of Table 4 suggests a continuous decrease 
in the equilibrium melting temperature of PPVL in blends 
containing larger amounts of the PVF z component. The 
equilibrium melting temperatures obtained by the least- 
squares analysis and by the less rigorous Hoffman-Weeks 
method are judged to be self-consistent within the un- 
certainty of the measurements and the chosen approaches. 
More importantly, the use of independent least-squares 
analyses with the various PPVL blends yields smooth 
and continuous variations in the equilibrium melting 
temperature and nucleation constants with blend com- 
position. Such an equilibrium melting temperature 
depression has been successfully analysed using the 
Nishi-Wang approach to provide a value for the 

I 
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0 I I I I 

0.0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1.0 

2 
V 

Figure 5 2 Plot of 1/T~-  1/T2, versus v~ following the approach of Nishi 
and Wang a 

Flory-Huggins interaction parameter Z=-0 .13  at a 
temperature around 250°C. As poly(pivalolactone) and 
poly(methyl methacrylate) are chemically isomorphous, 
their respective interactions with poly(vinylidene fluoride) 
should be qualitatively similar. Studies by Nishi and 
Wang a suggest that the interaction parameter for the 
PVFe/PMMA blend is equal to -0.3 at 160°C. Since 
both polymer pairs are expected to interact through 
hydrogen bond formation, it is likely that they should 
both exhibit a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 
behaviour 13. For polymer mixtures exhibiting specific 
interactions, one expects the Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter to increase with increasing temperature as the 
favourable enthalpy of mixing would become less 
negative at higher temperatures because of increased 
molecular motion 45. Assuming that the hydrogen bond 
strength between the PVF z hydrogen atoms and the ester 
carbonyls is of the same magnitude in PMMA/PVF z and 
in PPVL/PVF2, it is then reasonable to observe a 
decrease in the Z parameter as we compare these two 
blends, since the Z of the former mixture is measured at 
a lower temperature than that of the latter. 

Using equation (2) for the nucleation constant Kg(1), 
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the equilibrium melting temperatures in Table 4 and the 
various material constants given in Table 3, one can then 
calculate the surface free energy product o-ao as a function 
of blend composition (Table 4). Note that we have 
assumed that the plane of crystal growth for PPVL in 
the blends was the same (120) plane as in the case of pure 
PPVL 2s. The surface free energy product is observed to 
decrease by a factor of 4.1 between the pure homopolymer 
and the 10/90 PPVL/PVF 2 blend. A logical question is 
then concerned with the physical origin for the large 
decrease in o-o-e. Considering first the fold surface free 
energy O-e, one is tempted to assume it to be independent 
of composition as this quantity is mainly intramolecular 
in origin a°. One must, however, recognize that fold 
surfaces may under specific circumstances be swollen by 
the second component *s-5° and exhibit a variable fold 
surface free energy sl. Whereas monomeric diluents may 
mix with chain segments in the fold interface so as to 
maximize the entropy of mixing, polymeric diluents may 
not experience the same driving force to penetrate the 
fold interface as the entropy gain would be minimal. 
Computer simulations by Kumar and Yoon 52's3 suggest 
that the fold interfacial region in blends of crystallizable 
and amorphous high molecular weight polymers should 
be devoid of the amorphous polymeric diluent unless the 
specific interactions in the mixture are very favourable. 
In the case of PVF2/PMMA blends, dielectric 54'55 and 
scattering 54's6 experiments have shown that the PMMA 
component is rejected from the interface between the melt 
and the crystal fold plane. Similar observations were also 
made on PEO/PMMA blends 57,5 s. Since the PPVL/PVFz 
blend exhibits a lower Flory-Huggins interaction para- 
meter than the PVF2/PMMA blend, one should also 
expect the PVF/ component to be rejected from the 
melt/crystal interface of the PPVL crystals. If one now 
considers the effect of chain folding on the change in the 
total enthalpy of mixing in the blend, one may reach a 
slightly different conclusion. Upon exclusion of the 
amorphous component from the fold interface, the 
number of favourable specific interactions between PPVL 
segments in the fold and PVF2 segments in the interface 
would diminish. The folding process which would result 
in a lesser amount of specific interactions between unlike 
repeat units would thus be more energy costly than in 
the case of pure PPVL. Such a process would then lead 
to a slight increase in the fold surface free energy as the 
PVF2 concentration is increased in the blend. In view of 
the rather weak hydrogen bonding between unlike repeat 
units and the rather high energy associated with the 
chain-folding process 29 (q = 7.5 kcal mol- 1 repeat units), 
we speculate that the fold surface free energy will not be 
affected markedly by blend composition. Under such an 
assumption*, the composition dependence of the surface 
free energy product must be attributed to the lateral 
crystal interfacial free energy ~r. 

We will now turn to the recently suggested correlation 33 
between a and the chain characteristic ratio Ca for 
crystallization from the melt. Such a model is based on 
the assumption that polymer chains in a pure melt adopt 
the unperturbed dimensions characteristic of the theta 
state and that the rate-determining step in the secondary 
nucleation process is the physical adsorption of an 
amorphous chain onto the crystal growth front. In this 

* Note that if cro increased with PVF 2 concentration, the variation in 
lateral melt/crystal surface free energy would be even greater 

adsorption process only a very small number of segments 
are expected to come into crystallographic registration 
with the existing crystal surface, while most of the 
adjoining segments exhibit (restricted) conformational 
freedom. This localization or enhanced structure of the 
adsorbed chain would correspond to an entropy penalty 
(activation barrier) incurred during nucleation. Such 
structure enhancement of entropic repulsion has been 
observed by Dill et al. 59 in recent computer simulations. 
The correlation between o- and Coo is then obtained by 
equating the free energy of activation of entropic nature 
with the classical 2bol~ term in the LH theory 3° for the 
deposition of the first stem on the crystal growth front. 
The characteristic ratio enters this equation as a scaling 
parameter between the entropic barrier and the entropy 
of crystallization for crystallization from the theta state. 
Under such conditions the lateral surface free energy a 
is inversely proportional to Ca. 

When crystallization occurs from a mixture that 
departs from the theta state, the mean squared end to 
end distance of the crystallizing chain differs from that 
of the unperturbed chain by a factor ~VF which accounts 
for the swelling of that polymer chain by the diluent 6°. 
The expansion ratio C~FF is related to the mean squared 
end to end distance for PPVL chains in the PVF 2 diluent 
(r 2 ) and the mean squared end to end distance for PPVL 
chains in the theta state <r2>o by 

_ < r 2 >  

~ <r2>o 
Using the correlation between the lateral surface free 
energy for pure PPVL and the PPVL characteristic ratio, 
one may then directly obtain a relationship between the 
lateral surface free energies for PPVL crystals grown from 
the pure and mixed melts, i.e. % and GO, respectively 

fo-~=o'\ '/2 

Values of the expansion ratio for the PPVL chain 
were calculated with the above equation and are listed 
in Table 4 for the various blend compositions. In view 
of the rather modest molecular weight of the PPVL 
chains and the rather weak interactions between unlike 
repeat units, it is clear that the calculated expansion ratios 
are much too large to be credible 6t. In the above 
approach, we only considered the effect of the blend 
composition on the size of the chain in the liquid state 
prior to adsorption onto the crystal growth front. In view 
of the failure of this approach, one must recognize that 
the structure of the melt/crystal lateral interface may also 
depend on the blend composition. Since considering only 
the effect of mixing in the amorphous phase (prior to 
physical adsorption) on the lateral surface free energy is 
not sufficient to account for the composition dependence 
of the lateral surface free energy, it is important to 
investigate the role of mixing thermodynamics in the 
physical adsorption process. If we denote by i the initial 
state of a polymer chain prior to adsorption and by ii 
the adsorbed or transition state, the free energy change 
between states i and ii is given by 

AGi'~ ii A~r demix 4- A/'~r c°nf = ~ i ~ i i  - - - - v i ' ~ i i  (4) 
where the first term on the right-hand side of equation 
(4) is the free energy associated with the demixing of 
PPVL chains as they diffuse from the mixed liquid 
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containing a PPVL volume fraction of ~WPVL~bUlk into the 
lateral crystal/liquid interface containing a volume 
fraction ,~i,tfc and the second term on the right-hand ~ P P V L ,  

side of equation (4) is the free energy associated with the 
localization of chain segments onto the crystal surface. 
The first free energy term may be modelled using the 
Flory-Huggins equation for demixing 6°, whereas the 
second can be rewritten in the following form 

A G c o n f  __ conf eonf 
~ i ~ i i -  - -  TSii  + T S  i ( 5 )  

Here, we have assumed that there is no enthalpic 
contribution to this free energy term; that is, we neglect 
the enthalpy change associated with the crystallization of 
the few segments adsorbed in crystallographic registration. 
The argument is analogous to the consideration of a low 
value for the apportionment of the free energy of 
crystallization during deposition of the first stem (low 
value in the context of the LH theory) 31. Using equations 
(4) and (5), and noting that in the context of the LH 
theory the free energy term on the left-hand side of 
equation (4) is equal to 2bolua, one may then write 

2bolua- A(~zdemix T , ~ c o n f  -4- T , ~  c°nf  
- - - - - - i ~ i i  - -  - - v i i  - -  - - - - i  ( 6 )  

where lu is the projected length of the repeat unit along 
the c axis. Using equation (6), one can now discuss 
qualitatively the effect of blend composition on the lateral 
surface free energy c~. Using the free energy of mixing 
expression given by the Flory-Huggins theory for 
polymer blends 45, one can show, to a first approximation, 
that the free energy of demixing incurred by a PPVL 
chain as it becomes adsorbed in the lateral interracial 
region increases with the difference in the PPVL volume 
fraction between the interface and the bulk liquid 
( "4~intfe d~buik ~ The magnitude of the free energy of "FPPVL - -  'q~PPVL/' 
demixing would be of the order of 10 kJ tool- a for PPVL 

mtfc  repeat units if we assume gS~pvL = 0.9 and WPPVL'~b~Ik = 0.1. This 
would correspond to the hypothetical case of a 10/90 
PPVL/PVF 2 blend in which the lateral crystal/melt 
interface is almost a pure (90%) PPVL phase. Such a 
situation would not favour the secondary nucleation 
process as it would be associated with too large a value 
for a (see equation (6)). This free energy of demixing term 
can be compared on a mole of repeat units basis to the 
surface free energy term 2botua, which decreases from 
6.04kJmol- a for pure PPVL to 1.5 kJ mol- ~ for the 
10/90 blend. One possible way to account for the 
observed decrease in a with increase in PVFz content in 
the blend is to propose that the degree of anisotropy (or 
the flattening) of a PPVL chain adsorbed at the melt/ 
crystal interface decreases as the PVF 2 concentration 
increases. According to this scenario, a PPVL chain 
would experience less of an entropic barrier as it becomes 
adsorbed, or, in other words, its conformational entropy 
in the interface would be larger in the case of a blend 
than in pure PPVL. The larger radius of gyration of the 
adsorbed PPVL chain normal to the growth front would 
allow more frequent excursions of PPVL chain segments 
in the bulk liquid where the PVF 2 concentration is the 
highest. Such a situation would then lead to a much lower 
free energy of demixing for the loosely adsorbed PPVL 
chain than for a PPVL chain collapsed on the lateral 
crystal surface. The increase in PVF2 concentration 
should also slightly decrease the conformational entropy 
of the PPVL chain in the bulk liquid state prior to 
adsorption as the hydrogen-bonding interactions between 
unlike repeat units would slightly swell the PPVL coils. 

PPVL/PVF2 blends: J. Huang et al. 

The proposal of an increase in melt/crystal lateral interface 
thickness with PVF 2 concentration in the blend would 
allow for a minimization of the free energy of demixing 
during adsorption and a decrease in the entropy difference 
between the bulk liquid and the interface. Such a process 
may account for the variation in lateral surface energy 
with blend composition. In this model we rationalize the 
variation in a with blend composition on the basis of 
maximization of the entropy in the interface and minimiza- 
tion of the free energy of demixing. Such a model relies 
heavily on the existence of specific interactions between 
the two components and needs to be further tested by 
studying the effect of the strength of the specific inter- 
actions on the magnitude of the decrease in the lateral 
surface free energy. Such experiments are in progress for 
mixtures of poly(pivalolactone) and random copolymers of 
vinylidene fluoride and tetrafluoroethylene and mixtures 
of fractions of isotactic and atactic polystyrenes. 

NOTE OF CAUTION 

Although further details on the application and limitations 
of the above least-squares method in the analysis of growth 
rate data will be published separately 32, it is extremely 
important to note that this method seems to be only 
applicable when four requirements are satisfied: (i) growth 
rates must be measured in a temperature range far from 
the glass transition temperature to ensure that the 
influence of segmental diffusion across the liquid/solid 
interface on the growth rate temperature coefficient is 
negligible; (ii) the growth rate data must be obtained in a 
sufficiently wide temperature range (here between 35 and 
45°C); (iii) the number of data points for each fit must be 
sufficiently large (here between 19 and 33 data points); and 
(iv) the growth rate measurements should exhibit the least 
possible amount of scatter. Although these requirements 
may seem to preclude the general use of this method as 
a 'short-cut' approach to determine equilibrium melting 
temperatures, it can certainly prove valuable for cases 
where Tm values are difficult to obtain. Furthermore, the 
success of this method brings further credibility to the 
In G ~ 1/Tx(Tm- T~) relationship between undercooling and 
spherulitic growth rate far from the glass transition 
temperature. 

CONCLUSION 

Analysis of the temperature dependence of the spherulitic 
growth rates of a-phase poly(pivalolactone) in blends with 
poly(vinylidene fluoride) allows us to assess the variations 
in the equilibrium melting temperature, the nucleation 
constants and the surface free energy product of PPVL 
crystals with PVF 2 concentration in the blends. The 
estimated composition dependence of the PPVL a-phase 
crystal equilibrium melting temperature can then be 
analysed using the Nishi-Wang approach to yield the 
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (Z = - 0.13 __+ 0.05), 
whose magnitude is consistent with the values obtained 
in studies of PVF2/PMMA blends. Independent evalua- 
tion of the depression in the PPVL equilibrium melting 
temperature for various blend compositions using the 
Hoffman-Weeks approach yields results that are con- 
sistent with our kinetic approach. These two observations 
demonstrate the soundness of this new approach to the 
determination of equilibrium melting temperatures. These 
results also clearly indicate that the Lauritzen-Hoffman 
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t r e a t m e n t  of  c rys ta l  g r o w t h  is app l i cab le  to  the  b l ends  
s tud ied  here  a n d  t ha t  it  p rov ides  resul ts  t ha t  are  cons i s t en t  
wi th  the  t h e r m o d y n a m i c  a r g u m e n t s  de r ived  f rom the 
F l o r y - H u g g i n s  theory .  I n d e p e n d e n t  d e t e r m i n a t i o n s  of  the  
c o m p o s i t i o n  depen d e n ce  of  the equ i l i b r i um mel t ing  tem-  
p e r a t u r e  of  P P V L  crys ta ls  a n d  of the F l o r y - H u g g i n s  
i n t e r ac t i on  p a r a m e t e r  in P P V L / P V F 2  blends ,  via  smal l -  
ang le  X- ray  scat ter ing,  are  in  p rogress  and  will  enab le  us 
to  test  the  va l id i ty  of  the  surface nuc l ea t i on  a r g u m e n t s  
p re sen ted  here. A n  a t t e m p t  was  a lso  m a d e  to  re la te  
qua l i t a t ive ly  the  c o m p o s i t i o n  d e p en d e n ce  of  the P P V L  
crys ta l  l a te ra l  surface free energy  to  va r i a t ions  in the cha in  
c o n f o r m a t i o n a l  p rope r t i e s  b o t h  in the  me l t  a w a y  f rom the 
g r o w t h  f ron t  a n d  in the l a te ra l  me l t / c rys t a l  in terface  region.  
A m o d e l  b a s e d  on  the increase  in P P V L  mel t / c rys t a l  l a t e ra l  
interface th ickness  wi th  P V F z  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  m a y  accoun t  
for the decrease  in la te ra l  in ter fac ia l  free energy  wi th  P V F z  
c o n c e n t r a t i o n  t h r o u g h  a m i n i m i z a t i o n  of the  free energy  
of demix ing  a n d  an  increase  in the  c o n f o r m a t i o n a l  e n t r o p y  
of the cha in  a d s o r b e d  at  the me l t / c rys t a l  interface.  
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